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Thompson20 increased their skill in handling cubes regard-
less of whether they had had special training. The twin who,
at about one year of age, had been given six weeks' practice
in climbing a short flight of stairs ultimately showed no
superiority in this activity over her twin who had more
recently been given two weeks' training. It seemed as
though, in these early active weeks, there was little if any
.ultimate advantage in special practice in the activities which
are indispensable to normal human development. McGraw 21
likewise found that the increased training given to Johnny
did not make him permanently superior to his twin brother,
Jimmy, in the ability to crawl and creep, to sit up, to reach
and grasp objects. These primitive forms of behavior ap-
pear to be learned whether they are taught or not. More-
over, Johnny's special experiences did not give him an advan-
tage over Jimmy in the acquiring of unrelated new skills.
Training, however, did make Johnny superior to untrained
Jimmy in swimming, diving, climbing up and down inclines,
skating, jumping, and manipulating stools and boxes. The
initial superiority gave the twin receiving intensive training
courage and self-confidence that the untrained twin did not
show at the time. Later study indicated that the cessation
of the special attention had a correspondingly deflating effect
on the trained twin's personality.
Summary. — From the evidence on motor development
now available several generalizations may be suggested:
 1.	The motor development of the first two years is continuous
with, the prenatal development that has already taken
place.
 2.	Certain primary, basic aspects of development, such as
postural control and walking appear to follow a sequence
of stages fairly consistent in general pattern, though not
in specific details or in speed, for the majority of babies.
Learning, however, does not proceed on an even front, but
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